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AECt-SMe ...

nnnr c^i,0" ?.£?n*Id?1Je concept de !'»*1"sation de grands volants
pour stocker 1'électricité en creux de charge. Le développement de
matériaux composites de haute résistance a rendu possible l'amélioration
de la capacité, du stockage énergétique des volants. Les problèmes
auxquels donne lieu la conception de grands volants et leurs avantages
économiques par rapport aux autres méthodes de stockage de l'énergie
f.on.-T objet de commentaires. Les arguments économiques sont fondés sur
M«SI!?iïl Sï 1 9ï e s eî le* C°? t s actuels et a venir Prochainement desmatériaux composites structurels. Le coQt des volants semble devoir
î r L ^ - U C ? U p V+î ê-evé que ce1ui d'un 9rand nombre d'autres méthodes,
y compris les batteries avancées, les générateurs à turbine 3 gaz et
ie stockage poinpf1.
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A B S T R A C T

The concept of using large flywheels to store off-peak

e l ec t r i c i t y has been considered. The development of high strength

composite materials has made possible improvements in the energy storage

capacity of such devices. The problems involved in designing large fly-

wheels and their economic advantages over al ternat ive means of energy

storage are discussed. The economic arguments are based on the present

or near future capabi l i t ies and costs of s t ructural composite materials.

The flywheel costs turn out to be considerably higher than for many

al ternat ive schemes including advanced b a t t e r i e s , gas turbine generators

and pumped storage schemes.
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In 1974, White-shell Nuclear Research Establishment of Atonic

Energy of Canada Limited established the Future Projects Assessment

Committee to examine alternative uses for CANDU reactors in addition to

their basic rolo of electricity producers. This report, Kinetic Energy

Storage of Off-peak Electricity (Flywheels), is the result of a study of

one of tin; concepts examined by this committee. Results of other investi-

gations initiated by the committee are recorded in the following documents:

1) <>.". Unsworth, A Keviev of Energy Storage Schenes, to be issued

as Atomic Enersy of Canada Limited, report AECL-49 26.

2) J.E. Guthrie, D.R. Prowse and D.P. Scott, Nuclear Power Plant

Waste Heat Utilization for Freshwater Fish Farming, Atomic Energy

of Canada Limited, report AECL-4924, 1975.

3) S.I.. Iverson, D.R. Prowse and J. Campbell, An Assessment of the

Utilization of Waste Heat in Greenhouses, to be issued as Atonic

Energy of Canada Limited, report AECL-5109.

4) V.R. Puttagunta, Temperature Distribution of the Energy Consumed

as Heat in Canada, to be issued as Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,

report AECL-5235.

5) H.E. Myers, D'.A. Head and V.R. Puttagunta, The Application of

Nuclear Energy to the Chemical Process Industry, to be issued as

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, report AECL-5232.

6) R.B. Lyon and R.O. Sochaski, Nuclear Power for District Heating,

to be issued as Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, report AECL-5117.

7) V.R. Puttagunta, Nuclear Power for the Alberta Tar Sands, to

be issued as Atonic Energy of Canada Limited, report AEC.L-5239.
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1. INTRODLCTIOM

Because of the high capital cost of nuclear reactors, electric

utility corrpanies prefer to operate their, continuously at maximum output as

part of their base load. The peak demand on a typical utility can often

bo more than twice the minimum demand. Hence nuclear generators, if

restricted to base load operation, can never comprise more than 50 percent

cf a utility's generating capacity unless some use is found for the off-

peak power. One such use could be the charging of an energy storage device

which could later be discharged into the grid during peak load periods, thus

helping to meet the peak demand. A wide variety of energy storage techniques

have been proposed over the years. These include conventional methods such

as pumped hydro storage, compressed gas storage, and steam accumulators, as

discussed in a parallel study^1. There are also new concepts in various

stages of development such as storage batteries, hydrogen production, and

kinetic energy storage. It is this latter technique which this report assesses.

The concept of kinetic energy storage in flywheels is an old one

and is found in a wide variety of devices, but recent developments in materials

technology have led to suggestions of new applications. Possibly under r.ost

serious consideration is the application for mass transit vehicles. These
(2)include flywheel powered trolley buses which are capable of extending their

range up to six miles beyond the trolley lines, and hybrid motor-flywheel

systems in automobiles ^ ' ' and trains. In the hybrid system, the flywheel

is charged up by the motor during normal operation and absorbs the vehicle's

kinetic energy during braking. This stored kinetic energy is then used to

provide extra power for acceleration. This system allows a reduction in engine

size since acceleration power comes from storage.

A recent article by Fost and Post forecasts a future flywheel

technology involving automobiles driven only by flywheels with a range of

200 miles between charging stops and off-peak .storage units for utilities

costing only $110/kW. While the assumptions leading to these predictions

were not clearly stated, it is obvious from both,this*article and a patent

by the same authors, , that the material strengths assumed in their study
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were several times higher than are currently available for structural pur-

poses (e.g. flywheel tensile strengths of 7 - 10 GPa). Nevertheless, recent

progress in materials development does justify an examination of the potential

for large flywheel load-levelling devices, Khile several authors have sug-

gested such an application and funds are being solicited in the United States

by at least two companies to undertake such a study (John Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory, and Garrett Corporation), no detailed study has

yet been completed%

This report evaluates the potential for flywheel load-levelling

devices and identifies areas where development effort is required.

2. SUFERFLYWHEELS

Superflywheel is a term used to describe flywheels capable of

storing very large amounts of energy per unit of mass. The elementary physics

of rotating bodies is reviewed in Appendix A. U is shown that the maximum

kinetic energy density in a rotating body is proportional to the materials

strength divided by its density. Kinetic energy density is expressed as

energy per unit mass, KE/m, hence

..•KE/B,«,K2ffi«.. ,
P " • • - ' •• - ••••• •: ••-•• • • • ; v . ( 1 ) . • •

where amax = material strength

P = material density

K =« constant depending on geometry, O<K<1

For the particular case of the disc (see Appendix A)

KE/m = .606 S^**

Hence, for high energy density flywheels, it is necessary to"" '

select materials with high strengths and low densities. Many fiber-reinforced

composite materials have densities several times lower than steel, while in '

the uniaxially reinforced form they exhibit strengths approaching'those or
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the strongest metals. This feature has been responsible for the recent

interest in composites for fJywheel njaterials. Unfortunately, the strength

properties quoted by Postv * vere-based; on̂ -laboratory tests on individual

fibres and do not reflect realistic strengths found, in even .the best com-

posites. However, even usinfi realistic mechanical properties, composites do

appear to; have certain advantages, /.n asaesspient of their potential for

.-load-?levelling flywheels is justified.

TliGre is one important difference between a composite and a

metal in this, application. High strengths are achieved only in composites

with uniaxial reinforcement and then only in ths direction of reinforcement.

Compressive and shear strengths in any direction are much lower and this type

of loading should be avoided. Thus, composite flywheels must be designed so

that material loading is in uniaxial tension. The disc, which is a conven-

tional flywheel configuration, is stressed in a biaxial mode with high

tensile stresses in both the radial and circumferential directions. However,

there are other flywheel configurations, some of which are appropriate to

composites. The energy densities for all configurations obey expressions

similar to equation (1).

Some flywheel configurations are shown in Figure 1, Of these,

only the last three exhibit primarily uniaxial stress distributions, i.e.

the bars are stressed in tension parallel to their long dimension and the

rim Is .stressed circumferentially. None of these configurations have K>0.5

whereas,with isotropic materials, configurations with K>0.9 are possible.

This reduces to some extent the composite's advantage of a;high strength to

density ratio but only partially as shown in Table 1. lathis comparison*

a K of 0.9 is used for isotropic materials and 0.5 for composites. These

represent optimum values and could be lower for practical configurations.

The rod and rim configurations are not volume efficient, that is,

the energy is stored in a very small fraction of the swept volume. Rabenhorst

proposed a configuration where a large number of rods are built into a brush

configuration and-has published rough details for such an ar.setnbly including



the hub (Figure 2). This device is much smaller than that which would be

required for load levelling but is capable of being scaled up in size.

Rabenhorst and Post * also suggested combining a nuvbcr of

rims concentrically as in Figure 3. The as-yet-unsolved problem is connetrting

the rims together and to a hub without inducing1 radial'• •stresses inthe

Post * suggested that a rubber-like material with a lotfmddulus be \»sed, but
(9)

this idea is not proven either analytically or experimentally. Rabenhorst

has recently proposed an external spoke arrangement made of composite to

connect the rims together, but the feasibility has yet to be demonstrated

anci he doubts that it could be easily employed in large structures. Also,

since all the riirs must be constrained to the maximum allowable angular

velocity of the outer one, the inner rims would not be fully loaded and R

would be reduced to approximately that if:or a pierced disc^- (Figure 1 ) ^

Eabenhorst has also suggested using ballast such as lead powdeif to increase

the loading (and stored energy) in the inner rings. Thi^wouidLpresentv

additional construction difficulties but, if feasible, would increase K to

a maximum of 0i5,

The. brush and concentric rim designs represent the only concepts

for composite flywheels which have been published to dates. The design details

are very sketchy and no flywheels of these types have yet teen successfully

tested. Dugger et al have tested individual rods of various composites,

however, and achieved energy densities close to those in Table 1 for some

composite materials. Most published flywheel concepts have been related to

small-scale applications such as in transportation, and reference to large

flywheels for off-peak storage has been mainly in lists of additional

potential applications for superflywheels.

3. SCOPE OF PRESENT STUDY

This study asse&ses the potential for the superflywheel based

on realistic material properties and costs for the specific purpose of

utility load levelling. Because of the lack of available design details,



the primary objective is to set a minimum cost for a storage system and tc

compare this with figures for three alternative scares, peaking-gas turbines,

advanced storage, batteries, and use cf a nuclear plant in a load following

mode. These typify, respectively, present peaking devices, one cf the most

promising future techniques and, simply load following with nuclear generators.

The: costs: ;arebaied on 1980 dollars since the fruition of a flywheel scheme is

unlikely before that date.

3.1 DAILY POWER CYCLES

Utility power demand has daily, weekly and annual cycles. Because

of high frictlonal losses over long periods of time (to be discussed in a
late? s?cti?n)> £Lywheelsmerit consideration only for following a daily cycle.

v Th,e: design detail^, of a flywheel fysterc will naturally depend on

the power - fcycjte, to.-belevelled: and the types of generation equipment in the

grid. For simplicity, it will be assumed simply that a nuclear baseload

sufficient to meet the minimum daily deniand is available. The daily peaks

will be met by a flywheel system combined with sufficient additional nuclear

capacity to charge the flywheel during low demand and to satisfy the peak demand

along with the flywheel discharge. This approach is based on the argument that

an energy storage device does not, by itself, produce power, hence if it is to

replace an alternative peaking device such as a gas turbine, it must be

accompanied by an electricity producer.

The curve in Figure 4 shows a typical summer weekday load cycle

for the city of Chicago *• . This particular cycle was chosen because it

represents a typical northern city and has been referred to often by other

studies on energy storage*10'U\ However, it will be seen later that the

important cost parameter in designing a storage system in not strongly

sensitive to changes in cycle shapes.

Referring to Figure A, the required baseload, Pc, is 53 per-

cent of the peak demand. If the daily peak was met with a gas turbine,

a capacity, P^, would be required.



With an energy storage device, assuming, for the moment, 100

percent in/out efficiency, the generating capacity for charging must be

capable of supplying energy equivalent to the area bounded by the demand

curve and the line at Pg, i.e. the energy in excess of the daily output

of the base load generators necessary to meet this peak. By using a

storage device, this can be averaged out over the 24 hour period and leads

to an additional nuclear capacity requirement of P - P ,^Whatever the ,. .

shape of the demand curve, this is always less than P^. When demand is

less than PK* the new nuclear baseload level, the; exces» generVtipn will

charge the storage device. Wbsn t«e demand exceeds ?„•, the storage device

and its charging source will discharge'into the grid; to meet the peak.

The power rating of the conversion device is the greater of the charging

and discharging rate (PFw., P ^ ) . ihis is, of course, lower than the equiv-

alent rating for the gas turbine. The capacity of the storage device will be

the energy represented by the shaded area labelled "EPOS1' in the figure.

Note that the capacity of the storage device is rated in terns of energy

whilst a generator is rated in terms of its maximum power.

A simple computer calculation was written which will determine

the important parameters, PN, PB, EPOS, etc. in Figure 4 for any given load

curve. Several other typical daily cycles were examined including examples

from the U.K. and Switzerland(lz) and two projections from Ontario Hydro

which consider the near and far term*. The latter projections are based on

only the anticipated nuclear component of the grid(l3). The results of

these calculations are given in Table 2.

pFW1
is t h e Peak-discharging power for the storage device and

PFU2
 l s t h e ?*<*• P° w« for charging. ' EPOS/L is a factor which is directly

proportional to the unit energy cost for a storage system where L = 24 (P -Pn)
N B'

* TellltJ? r " IT8 T e n t l y l n f ° r a e d t M s aUthor that their projection
firm data. e s t l n i a t e s ™d should not be considered or quoted as
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Note In Table 2 that this quantity is relatively insensitive tc the cycle

This latter one is very

i**batir.i.$ demands a,relatively suiall amount,of load

following^ This.is a transient situation reflecting the fact that nuclear

stations will not form a large fraction of the base load capacity in the

near term.

In view o£ the above-mentioned insensltivity and for the

reasons, mentioned earlier, the Chicago cycle has been chosen as the

reference.

3.2 ; ALTERNATIVE PEAKING DEVICES

Gas turbines will be used as one of the alternative methods

of meeting peak Remands. They represent the most common, fully developed

^ ^ ^ ?ndcosts: are well established. In their assessment of lithium

sulfur storage batteries which was based on 1980 costs, Kyle et al

assigned a range of $150 ~ $225/kW for the capital cost of a gas turbine

plant and a fuel cost of $1/10 Btu or 12 m$/kWh (assuming a heat rate

of 12,000 Btu/kWh), A more recent article by Shortr'1"4^ lists anticipated

fuel costs for gas turbines at $l,65/I06 Btu for the 1980's. Both of

these articles were written before the Middle East war of October 1973

and their forecasts were probably too low. Manitoba Hydro, for instance,

is using costs of up to 40 m$/kWh ($3.33/MBtu) in future studies (private

communication). In this study, a reference price of $2/106 Btu (24 m$/kWh)

will be used, admittedly somewhat arbitrarily, and the mo*-e pessimistic

capital cost figures by Kyle et al(1°^ of $225/kW.

The application of advanced storage batteries for load levelling

is still in the development stage but is the target of major efforts at a

large numher of establishments. The Argonne Nationalt Laboratory(10*15^ is

developing a lithiumrsulfur battery and projects;costB of $15 - $25/kWh for their

batteries, exclusive of the .costs of buildings, conversion equipment, and so

forth. They ..foresee,no major technical obstacles to successful development
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by the early 1980*s. Several other American centers, including General

Electric, Ford, and T.R.W., as well as laboratories in the U.S., are

developing an Na-S battery with a selid S-alumina. electiolyte. General

Electric, estimates costs at $12 - $18/kWh for the battery, connectors,

control equipment and operation .

Ocher advanced systems with similar cost projections are be-

ing studied. An important factor in battery economies is.the!battery life,

since this will determine the number of battery replacetnenta: 4uring plant

life. Five years (1000 - 1500 cycles), is a typf.aal performance target

in many of the development efforts.

Batteries have much in common'with flywheel systems): they are

both future systems requiring development, they require similar conversion

equipment (converters, inverters, etc.) to transmit energy to and from the

grid, and they are both modular in that just about any sized station is

conceivable. Thus batteries are a major competitor for flywheels and it

is appropriate to include their costs in this study for comparative purposes.

3.3 NUCLEAR LOAD FOLLOWING '••

The load following ability of a CANDU-PHW* reactor has yet to be

demonstrated. Tor this study, the cost of load following will bo based on

the installed 1980 cost of a CANDU reactor of the capacity required to meet

the peak demand. No additional costs involved in achieving a load following

capability will be considered.

4. ASSESSMENTS

A flywheel system for storing electrical energy consists of a

number of basic units:

1. A flywheel, including hub assembly and shaft.

2. A vacuum chamber with pumping system to. house the flywheel.

* Canada Deuterium Uranium - Pressurized Heavy Water
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3. A suspension system yith bearing and seals, .,.->..

4, A tnotor-^eneratot device with the necessary inverters and converters

to transform electrical energy to kinetic energy and vice versa,

Jequipmenti which requires some development to

suit it to this particular role, is relatively straightforward, A reference

design is Riven in Appendix BV with some cost estimates. However, the other

components require extensive engineering and innovation and will be discussed

in some detail.

The first step in this assessment was to choose a reference size

for the system. Because of the high engineering and manufacturing costs of

components such as bearings, vacuum systems and motor generators, it is un-

likely that small unit sizes, i.e. less than 1 MUh capacity, will be economic.

On the other hand, transmission costs will be reduced if the flywheel units

can be dispersed throughout the grid to be close to the electrical consumers.

25 MWh units should be an optimum size, giving flexibility in placement while

retaining the cost advantage of large sizes. The required storage capacity

per 100 MW of peak demand for the systems in Table 2 varies from 125 to 241

MWh (neglecting Ontario #1), Based on the figures in Table 2, a power

rating of 5 MW will be adequate to allow a 25 MWh flywheel to follow the

typical cycles.

4,1 THE BRUSH CONCEPT

-Based on Table 1, the most economic flywheel material is E-fiberglass.

It has therefore been selected as the reference material for composite flywheels.

The brush configuration is the only one for which even crude design

details are available. This design, due to Rabenhorst and Taylor^ (R and T),

was intended,for., discharging at ;a very high power rating (500 MW) into a plasma

phyBics device;' The actual capacity is relatively small (36 kWh in the rods),

and thus it'id fully discharged in a fraction of a second. Torques due to

deceleration were atJ important .'consideration But "were found to be significant

only in the shaft. The stresses in the rods and hub were due primarily to the
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centrifugal loading and these parts can be scaled up uniformly to a 25 MWh
configuration.

In this design it has been assumed that all the usable energy Is

stored in the rods. In fact a small fraction of the energy will be stored

in the hub but it has been assumed to be only 10 percent of the total,

Thus, by operating the flywheel at a 3:1 speed ratio, this la just balanced

by the 10 percent reserve capacity In the flywheel*.

4-l«l THE RODS

The flywheel consists of 40 layers of fanned rods, each layer

consisting of 20 rods and a hub as illustrated In Figure 5. R and X ls ( 8 )

reference material was Kevlar-epoxy but since their working strength was

close to that assigned to fiberglass in this study, the dimensions, are not

affected. (For any fixed configuration, flywheel volume depends on working

strength only). However, the fiberglass brush will be considerably heavier

due to its higher density. The scaled-up dimensions are given in Table 3,

The figures for both Kevlar-epoxy and fiberglass-epoxy are included. The

maximum angular velocity for the 25 MWh flywheel can be calculated from the

equation for the energy density of a rod derived in Appendix A

KE/m = 1/3 22££ = « V
P 6 (3)

where u = maximum angular velocity

R = flywheel radius (rod 1/2 length)

Since R for the 25 MWh flywheel is 19.6/2 = 9.8m (Table 3 ) , the maximum
angular velocity is

» - i (6KE/.0* (4)

= 123 rad/s or 1172 rpm

This is very close to 1200 rpm which is compatible with;a six

pole motor for charging the flywheel as described in-Appendix B. ;,
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A 3:1 speed range allows a 90 percent utilization of the capacity of the

flywheel as described earlier. Hence, the minimunî velocity:isftAOO rpm.

The cost of material and fabrication-of fiberglass depends on

thfefmethods of manufacture:and the tooling required^l8i. However, an

estimate based on information from Fiberglas Canada Ltd,, and taking Into

consideration the very large valume requirements, would be about $2.20/kg

in 1970 dollars. Using a modest average annual increase of 5%, the

effective 1980 coat Is about $3.fiO/fcg. At this price the 374 Mg of

fiberglass, for the rods would cost $1,35 x 106 or about $54/kWh. This

is higher^than the figure in Table 1 <$22/kWh) because of the escalation

and also because the geometrical Constant, K, for the brush is 0.33 rather

than the 0.5 which was used to calculate the values shown in Table 1.

4.1.2 THE HUB

The design of the hub is crucial because it must sustain not

only the bearing loads of the rods but also its own body stresses. While

Rabenhorst and Taylor give some design details, they are not optimized

and, as yet, no hub of this type has ever been built. Hence the first

assumption to be made regarding the hub is that the construction of a

workable design is possible. R and T ^ chose AIS1 4340 steel for their

hub material based on the need to withstand stresses of 1.1 GPa. An

isotropic material is required since the loading is biaxial tension plus

very high shear stresses in the design considered here. Using steel, about

one-half of the hub.load comes from the rods and about one-half from the

body stresses due to the hub rotation.

. . The machiuing cost of this intricate part is difficult to
(a)

estimate. R and Tv /.estimated about $40/kg for the 36 kWh flywheel

(1973 dollars). , However,',this is based on a single unit and large-scale

production might result in lover costs. James*18^ quotes costs for

machined metal parts to be in the range $20 - $100/kg. These figures

pertain to smaller structures and some economy might be expected in going
' • ' •



co the larger sizes involved with the hub. A roueh est.ir.irc- I v the A: ! .

workshops suggests that the nachininp costs alone would be at leas!, i] !'•'.?.

of finished product. However, they have no experience with structures of

this size. With the stringent quality control required (for frarrurr

prevention) a minimum fabrication cost equal to the material cost (S1.3.1/

kg, 1974) was selected which would give a hub cost (Table 1) ot $1.37 y.

10" in 19S0.

Obviously the cost of the hub must be kept low if the brush

flywheel is to be economic. If the fabrication costs usinp, netal prove

to be much hipher than f,he minimum estimate above it mipht be necessary

(- )to consider a composite material. R and T ' mention the possibility o:

making a composite hub. While the body stresses would be lower because

of the lower density, the bearing loads would still be high. Hugger et

al demonstrated theoretically that certain laminated components could

yield a biaxial stress capability with about 40 - 50°' of the uniaxial

composite strength. However, such a strength reduction may be too much

for the hub requirements and it could be difficult to design out regions

of high shear stresses. This is a major area for further study. For

the purpose of this assessment it has been assumed that either a composite

or a metal hub can be built for a minimum cost equal to the cost of the

rods, i.e. SI.35 x 10 .

4.1.3 THE SHAFT

The final component of the flywheel itself is the shaft. In
(B)

the R and T design the shaft flares out into a flange which is bolted

through the hub to a similar structure at the opposite end (Figure 6).

Ihe bolt holes in the hub could raise problems of stress concentration

which might be particularly serious in a laminated composite. The most

serious problem will be that of alignment of the shaft. The tooling and

machining costs will probably be the significant factor for this part.

Roughly scaling up the R and T shaft assembly (except for

the shaft diameter itself which, because of lower torque requirements, is
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raised only to 0.1 m) , reveals a need for an additional 50 - 100 Mg o:'

steel. Even at $5/kg, fabricated, this would add $25 to S50 x 101" to the

cost. Using the smaller figure this raises the cost of the flywheel

assembly to nearly S3,000,000, or S120/kWh.

4.2 CONCENTRIC PW CONCEPT

While design details fcr the brush flywheel are sketchy, thev

are non-existent for the concentric ritr,. Thus an accurate cost assessment

is not possible. The air. of the work on this concept was, therefore, to

estimate the lowest possible cost assuming, all problems can be cvercone.

The overriding difficulties with this concept are joining the

rims together without inducing radial stresses and designing a suitable hub.

However, if this configuration can be built, it has the advantage of volume

economy, i.e. nearly all of the swept volume stores energy. This will

reduce the physical dimensions of the containment as well as the free

volume requiring evacuation.

To understand the problem of rim connection it is instructive

to look at the stresses in a rotating disk of inner radius a and outer

radius b

(5)

(fe)

where

o = circumferential stress

r = radial coordinate

v = Poisson's ratio



The stress distributions are plotted in Figure 7 for various

values of a. They are normalized by dividing by pcu2R2, the hoop stress in

a thin timH'(efi6)lf Note that as soon as a hole is put in a disc, the stress

at the center is doubled. This is due to the stress concentrating properties

of a hole in a biaxially stressed medium. In the unpieteed disc (a « o)

the radial and circumferential stresses are equal and a maximum at the

center. As the configuration is changed to that of a-Tim"/"lie, a -* b,

the radial stresses become very small* i.e. the stress distribution

becomes uniaxial.

The only known results of tests on a fiberglass disc were

published in 1967 by Morganthaler and Bonk*19*. In this test, on a wound

fiberglass disc with outer and inner radii of 10 and 3 inches respectively,

failure occurred by delamination at 12 Wh/kg, One interesting point in

this work was the analytical result that by tailoring the elastic moduli

in orthotropic composites, the radial stresses could be reduced somewhat

from those to be expected in an isotropic material. Apparently this work

has not been continued.

If a number of concentric rims are rigidly connected together,

they will induce radial stresses in one another, i;e« theywill behave like

a disc. This is because the stresses are proportional 'toi r 2 andihence the

fractional increase in radius of the outer rims will be greater than that

for the inner ones. While some have sugfiested accommodating the changes

iri rin spacing by connecting them with a low modulus material, e.g. rubber,

this has never been proven experimentally and raises a number of doubts:

1. Is there a material which has sufficient strength -to hold a large flywheel

in a rigid configuration?

2. Is there a low modulus binder which would not increase the susceptibility

to unbalancing by distortion?

4'2.1 THE RIMS

A cost for thb rim flywheel can be arrived at after making two

assumptions: ''•'-,
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1. The inner rims can be cheaply ballasted without affecting their

mechanical strength, to raise K to 0.5 for the whole flyyrheel.

2, The rim connection problem can be solved with no loss of performance.

Then, based on Table lf 250 Mg of fiberglass would be required

for a 25 MWh flywheel. Assuming the same material and fabrication costs

as for the brush ($3.60/kg), the rims would cost $900,000. The intro-

duction of ballast and the connection of the ritns, being very critical

with regard to balancing, would at least double this cost. Hence a

minimum cost for a 25 MWh concentric rim flywheel would be $1.8 x 106.

4.2,2 HUB FOR CONCENTRIC RIMS

A wound fiberglass rim, by virtue of the construction, will

.always'have .a•.bole''itits cjeriter. Therefore, a hub of some kind is

required to suppori: the flywheel. Certainly first generation hubs would

have to be made of metal. The first problem is matching the high radial

e^ahsion of the low modulus fiberglass to the lower expansion of the
• --' ' -.• ' • ' ' • • f 1 9 V

hub. Morganthaler and Bonkv / used a spring-loaded steel hub which ex-

panded with the inner diameter of the flywheel. While no cost information
is available, the construction of a hub capable of supporting 250 Mg plus

banast would be an intricate job, and $10 would probably be E. minimum

estimate*. Thus the total estimated cost for a flywheel and hub is $2.8 x

10 or $112/kWh. This is very close to the minimum estimate for a brush

flywheel.

4.3 ENERGY LOSSES
• • ' i • ' • ' f . , • • . . • •

p " Energy losses will accrue from several sources. First of all,

the electrical-mechanical transmission (motor-generator) will be a source

* , Although usingi50 - 100% of the flywheel cost for the cost of this hub
may seem high for a component which is nomewhat smaller than the flywheel
it''is' important to keep inmind'"that the flywheel costs are based on a
simple, easy-to-fabricate geometry, whereas,- the hub designs for both the
rim and brush flywheels are considerably more detailed and will require
mote labour to produce.
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of loss. A number of schemes based on fully developed technology have

been proposed in the literature. For the system described in Appendix B,

the estimated losses during charging and discharging are 10%. Generally*

the rule will apply that the more expensive systems have the lower losses.

Estimation of the frictional losses is more difficult since

the design of the flywheel is not sufficiently detailed. These will come

under three categories -.windage,, bearing;|rict^on,,and.v;sea^ friction.

4.3.1 WINDAGE " ' *

Numerous relationships appear in the literature governing

windage friction on rotating bodies*3^'*0*. The correct relationships

depend on the detailed configuration, such considerations as whether

flow is laminar or turbulent, and interaction of the boundary layers of

the wheel and housing.

Dugger et al ( 3 ) used the following relationship to describe
a single rotating rod of square cross section

Pu Pg Z R M / 2.16 (?)

where Pg = gas density in kg/m3

Z = rod thickness (width) in m

R = rod h length (wheel radius) in m

Pu ~ power,loss in J/s (Watts)

For air, Pg = 1.22 kg/m at one atmosphere at 15°C. Multi-

plying this equation by 800 for the 800 rods and substituting the dimensions

from Table 4 leads to the upper curve-in,Figure 8. This serves as an upper

bound for the brush flywheel since the resistance on a aeries of rods will

be less than the sum of the windage losses for ,each individual rod. A

lower bound is given by the windage curve for a'disc using the relationship

used by Gilbert et al< \ The disc dimensions ar^ taken to be those for an

envelope enclosing the brush. ' , . « .
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^^T^^;%.<f)->w-6/'8^

•••••• """ '•'"'•" P "*» . •air v
;'prje8sure'' 1CtQrr)

T "temperature « 288 K

W - air viscosity - 1.78 x 10"2 poise

and R, P^, are as in equation (7),

This curve is also plotted in Figure 8. The curves are cal-

culated for the maximum angular velocity u and thus represent the energy

loss rate of a fully charged flywheel. The dependence on <o is very strong

ad actual losses will be lower and depend on the daily duty cycle of the

flywheel.

Assuming a simple linear u> - time relationship over a 24 hour

period, the energy loss is estimated in Appendix C to be 0.89 MW or 3.6

percent of the storage capacity when the power loss at maximum speed is

0.1 MW. Because of other sources of energy loss, this represents about

the highest tolerable loss. From Figure 8, the required vacuum to keep

losses below this level would be about 10" torr (1.3 x lO^Pa).

It is difficult to estimate the type of evacuation equipment

which would be necessary to maintain this vacuum. The requirements for

the concentric rim would be least since its windage behaviour would be

closer to that for a disc than for the brush. Also, the large free space

between l:he brush spokes would increase the required pumping capacity

over that' for, the concentric rim flywheel. The approximate chamber

volumes .are 2000 ,m, for the brush, and 150 n»3 for the rim flywheel.

The type of. equipment required depends on leak rates at the seals and on

the ̂ultimate vacuum required., If 10~3 - lO'1* torr (1.3 x 10""1 - 1,3 x 10~2Pa)

1B acceptable,,then several Roots Blowers backed by oil-sealed mechanical

pumps will be sufficient( '. The. cost of such a system might be $50,000 -

$100,000. If diffusion pumps-are required, the costs will escalate rapidly.

The vacuum housing is also difficult to cost without a detailed

design. $175/m represents a typical construction cost for a high quality
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(22)
b u i l d i n s • "rhls Sives. * h o u s i nS cost of $250,000 for the brush and

$25,000 for the rim flywheel. These figures are probably too low because

of the high quality construction required to ensure vacuum tightness and

also the strength requirements to contain a flywheel failure.

4.3,2 BEARINGS AND SEALS '

The flywheel mass is enormous and must be supported by a low

friction bearing if losses are to be kept low,, the results of a study of

conventional bearing systems are shown lit Appendix B* With conventional

design, frictional (including pumps) losses are high (up to 15 MWh per day),

which represents a daily energy loss of 60 percent of capacity. The cost for

lubrication pumps alone is $150,000. The total conventional suspension costs

will be substantially more when the cost of beating.parts, which must satisfy

extremely severe tolerances, is included. Hence, there is some incentive

here to look at magnetic suspensions. On this scale, extensive develop-

ment would be required to prove feasibility and costs would probably be

higher than for conventional bearings,

At least one rotating seal would be required between the fly-

wheel and motor generators and with conventional high pressure bearings

(see Appendix D) several would be required. These again are a source of

friction although probably not as serious as the bearings. Possibly the

best candidate would be a magnetic fluid seal.

Thus, the energy losses in the suspension will be most serious

unless an inexpensive magnetic suspension can be built. Even if these losses

could be reduced to 10 percent, the total efficiency of the system> allowing

10 percent losses in the electrical portion and 10 percent due to windage,

seals and power-for the vacuum system, would be near 70 percent. Since

this figure is also the reference value for the Li-S battery program<10),

it has been chosen for the reference calculation.
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4.4 COST OF KINETIC STORAGE

tt Is possible to calculate the cost of flywheel energy storage

several ways and obtain differing results. Much depends on the particular

situation of a given utility. One approach is to assures that a certain

amount pf reserve capacity ..is,, available during off-peak periods and the cost

o£ charging a storage; device, fa simply the cost of extra fuel, This is

the; approach taken by Unsworth in his assessment of conventional energy

storagjt methodsU:. One might argue, however, that this method is subsi-

dized since the availability of spare capacity means that the equipment has

bfcen costed at a capacity factor less than the maximum and consumers are

being charged at a higher rate than for a fully loaded plant.

In this report the full cost of the charging device (a nuclear

plant) 1B included in the cost of peak power. Thus the alternatives for

generating the power above Pg in Figure 4 are a storage device plus in-

creased nuclear baseload PN - P^, a gas turbine or a load, following nuclear plant,

both rated at Pffiax - PB and operated at a load factor (P - Pg)/(P - PB) •

The detailed cost equations are derived in Appendix E. The

basic assumptions are 70 percent in-out efficiency for uhe storage device,

30 year station life, 10 percent fixed charge rate, and 5 percent per

annum escalation of costji to 1980 dollars for all items.

It is also assumed that the storage systems will be utilized

to their full capacity on a dally-basis. In practice this will not be the

case since cycle demands vary from day to day. Thus as the number of hours

of utilization per year-decreases, the unit energy costs increase. Note

(Figure 4) that because the costs of storage devices depend on storage

capacity rather than on power capacity, the ground rules for determining

capacity factors differ-from those used for generating devices. Thus

while the cycle in Figure 4, if reproduced1 daily, could be followed by a

flywheel-nuclear system-operating at 100 percent load factor, the load

factor for a,gas turbine,or. load following nuclear plant will be (P^ -;P g)/
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Using the costs and equations of Appendix E, the unit energy

cost for a flywheel-nuclear storage system is plotted against flywheel

capital cost in Figure 9. The costs of energy from gas turbine plants,

nuclear load following stations and battery systems arc also plotted.

At $100/kWh, the flywheel is just competitive with the battery

and gas turbine but is more expensive than nuclear load following. While

no extra costs have been included for the nuclear load following capability,

both direct and indirect costs have been included in this example. This

was not the case for the battery system because of the difficulty of

estimation. The indirect nuclear costs are also included in the cost of

the charging facility for the storage device.

It seems clear that a cost of $100/kWh is not credible at

present for a flywheel system. We have shown that the minimum cost for

just a flywheel and hub assembly would be $110 - $120/kWh. The costs of

housing, suspension, bearings, shaft, etc, have only been crudely estimated

here but would raise this figure by at least $20/kWh. These costs were

arrived at by assuming no great technical difficulties in design and

construction and utilization of composites to a working strength of 1.4 GPa.

Indirect costs such as engineering, contingencies, spares and construction

irdirects, have been neglected, as have operation and maintenance costs.

The large flywheel is a high technology concept and,-therefore, indirect

costs could significantly increase its cost. .:

The choice of working strength may well have been optimistic.

Ultimate strengths for uniaxially reinforced fiberglass are seldom higher

that about 1.8 GPa. Assuming some improvement in properties by 19B0, this

might rise to 2;1 GPa although obtaining this in large structures is.not an

easy task. The chosen working stress of. 1.4 GPa is 2/3, of thia value. .

Fatigue data on composites are limited but,some authors feel that a suit-

able fatigue limit for fiberglass is 1/3 U T S * ^ * ) . If t h i 8 l l m l t w e r e '

applied to flywheels., it would halve the energy density and hence double . .

Ultimate Tensile Strength



the flywheel capital cost. Graphite epoxy composites have superior fatigue

resistance but cost five times as much as fiberglass (Table 1) so nothing

is gained here. The fatigue properties of Kevlar ere not well known but

should be somewhere between those of glass and graphite composites (fatigue

resistance appears to. increase with elastic modulus),

Thus it appears that the capital cost of flywheels will cer-

tainly be in excesB of §200/kWh using near terra materials. However, any

discussion of costs may well be academic since it remains to be proven

that a large, high energy density flywheel can actually be constructed.

To develop large flywheels for off-peak energy storage by the early 1980's

would require a massive development effbrt at least equal to that in progress

for storage batteries/ Composite flywheels would first have to be proven

for small scale applications such as transportation. The companies with

the greatest expertise in this area, e.g;, Garrett, Lockheed, still prefer

metal flywheels and such an effort is not foreseeable at this time. Once

a composite flywheel is built and successfully operated on a small scale,

one will be in a better position to assess their application in electrical

grids;

Increases in interest rates will improve the economics for gas

turbines relative to the other three load following systems in Figure 9.

The latter three systems are capital intensive and their relative economic

position will not change significantly with a change in interest rates.

1 - At this juncture, the question might arise as to the potential

for metal flywheels, since the materials properties are well understood and

the high efficiency (Rvalue, equation 6) does compensate to some extent

for their high density.

The best candidate (Table 2), 4340 steel, is twice as expensive

as fiberglass, ignoring fabrication costs which will be at least 1 to 3

times the material cost. Also the maximum thickness requirement for adequate

heat treatment will restrict the size such that approximately 200 flywheels

would be required to store" 25 MWh. Going to a vastly smaller unit size
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would greatly Increase the cost of containment, evacuation, mechanical-

electrical transmission and so forth. Thus it does not appear that any

flywheel system will be viable for lerge-acale load following.

While nuclear load following looks relatively inexpensive in

this study, it remains to be proven that CANDU reactors can perform this

role without increasing their cost significantly.

4,5 COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL ENERGY STORAGE DEVICES

Unsworth11 , In a parallel study, has assessed several

conventional energy storage techniques including pumped hydro storage,

steam storage, storage of boiler feedwater, and compressed air storage

in caverns. It is therefore appropriate to compare the results of his

studies with flywheel energy storage. To do this, some adjustment of

the costing method is required. Unsworth assumed that the cost.of off-

peak power for charging a storage device was simply the cost of fuel

for a nuclear reactor with some reserve capacity. Appendix F shows the

calculations used to cost flywheel energy storage using Unsworth's method.

The result is compared with his data in Figure 10. The only change made

to Unsworth's data is to escalate the costs at an annual rate of,5 percent

to 1980 dollars. The results are plotted against the load factor,of the

generating device (motor generator in the case of the flywheel) for.300

days per year operation. While this is the conventional way to compare

generators, storage systems are measured.in terms of energy capacity

rather than power capacity and hence are not very sensitive to load

factors except at low values.

Using these costing methods, the flywheel system (at $200/kWh)

is several times more expensive than any,of the conventional methods. It

is twice as costly as the conventional peaking gas turbine when, costed this

way.

This very high cost is initially surprising considering that -

only the fuel cost is assessed for charging the flywheel. However, the

i jii y i A'I.I-J J < " _
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unit cost of the flywheel is only part of a total system in the costing

method used in this report. The total energy production of the system is

I. » 24(PN - PB) (see.figure 4) of which less than 30 percent (EPOS/L) is

stored in the flywheel. Hence the cost of the flywheel is averaged out over

the system which is generating about three times as much energy as the fly-

wheel actually atores. Since the unit energy cost for the flywheel alone is

much higher than, for jthe,base-loaded nuclear-charging system, the total

system, ̂ proa^jfields' a;iower. cost.

It is not the purpose of this report to decide which costing

approach is more realistic. This choice will be dictated by an individual

utility situation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. No proven concept for a composite superflywheel exists at present.

2. Optimistic predictions regarding the cost of storing off-peak

electricity In flywheels have been based on exaggerated assumptions

of material strengths,

3. The engineering of uniaxial composites into large superflywheel

structures is a complex problem and may well be impossible without

some sacrifice in energy density.

4. Assuming a superflywheel could be constructed, theenergy density

achievable with present day materials is not sufficient to make a

utility storage system economically attractive.

5. The likelihood of materials becoming available with the mechanical

properties and low cost required to make large scale kinetic energy

storage viable is remote.
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6. AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY

As mentioned previously, initial development efforts should be

directed towards use of composites in small scale applications. This

would entail the development of a detailed design capable of being scaled

up two or three orders of magnitude in size. Because of the difficulties

in using uniaxially reinforced materials, this is no easy task and success

would constitute a great breakthrough. However, even with success, if the

costs of construction are not minimal, it will be difficult to ensure an

e c o n o m i c d e v i c e , ' ' ' ''::'-'-'~ •-:-1":'•*'•••'• *"{••'•''; "v..;
r'":;

A doubling of the working stress would improve the prospects

for success. However, this is not likely to occur in the near term at low

cost. High quality control would be required to ensure flaw-free

construction. The suggestions of utilizing the laboratory strength of

flame-polished quartz and other glasses in large structures must await a

technical breakthrough of unprecedented magnitude. The two, most important

problems are those of handling and fabricating large structures (a scale

up of 10,000 times) without losing structural perfection (handling can lower

the strength by an order of magnitude). The production of reliable 7 GPa

strength material will have benefits far beyond the flywheel industry but

must be classified as a breakthrough which is not likely to be realized in

this century.

Besides these two areas for. development, much work is required

to minimize energy losses by,breakthroughs in suspension and bearing

design. .
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TABLE 1

PROPERTIES AND COSTS FOR CANDIDATE FLYWHEELMATERIALS
MATERIAL

METALS

18 NI - 400
(Maraging
Steel)

4340 Steel

Cast Iron

FIBER
COMPOSITES

Boron*3*

Graphite*1**

Kevlar^

E Glass*6'

S Glass*7*

WORKING STRESS*1*2*

GPa

1.8 ;

0.9

0.14

(epoxy matrix in all

1.4

1.1

1.4

1.4

1.9

DENSITY

kg/m

8000

7850

7770

cases)

2500

1550

1400

1900

1900

ENERGY DENSItY (Kg)

Wh/kg , ;" ;:

56

28.7

4.5

77

97

138

100

138

COST OF MATERIAL*8j

$/kg ]

)•

5.0

1.32

0.66

100

11.0

6, "

2,20

£.4

COST

$/kVh

':*, 88.8

46.05

146

1298

113

43.2

21.8

31.7

I

to

1. Data on metals from ref. 4.

2. Working stress for composites taken at 2/3 D.T.S.

3. Based on $40/lb. fabricated, projected for 1980'a - K. H. Bergey, C. W. Best, Composite Materials
in Engineering Design - Proc. 6th St. Louis Symposium 11 - 12 May, 1972, ASM pp. 112 - 123.

4. Using target properties for pitch base fiber under development at Union Carbide.

5. From talks with Bristol Aerospace Ltd., Winnipeg and D. W. Rabenhorst.

6. 2/3 U.T.S. is poor safety factor, fatigue limit suggests 1/3 U.T.S. (0.7 GN/m2) is better.

7. Price uncertain since large quantities are not available but would be at least 2 x E-glass.

8. Metal costs are for mill-run material only. Composite costs include fabrication.
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TABLE 2

ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS
FOR TYPICAL DAILY LOAD CYCLES (e.g. Fig. 4)

SYSTEM*

CHICAGO ;
(summer
wk. day)

U.K.
(winter
wk, day)

SWITZIRLANb
:;,- (winter;: :--';'-

wk. day)

ONTARIO 2
(30-40 yrs)

ONTARIO!
(19-15 yrs)

PB
(MW)

53

35

58

67

80

(NK)

82

70

77

89

95

EPOS

xm

241

125

137

75

PGT

47

65

42

33

20

PFWl

(MW)

18

30

23

11

5

PFW2
(MW)

29

35

19

2 2 '•

15

EPOS/I,

' • ' • # '

.29

. ..27': *

.27 \ :~]

Normalized to peak output of 100 MW,

i-^Ji^ ']i.%:/\i-"'f'^':1
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TABLE 3

SCALE UP OF RA8ENHORST BRUSH*8) TO 25 MWh SIZE

SPECIFICATION

Rod length (m)

*Rod thickness (cm)

*Rod width

Rod mass (kg) - Kevlar

- Glass

Number of rods

Number of laminations

Height of brush (m)

Total mass of rods (Mg)

...-.-r;'-':''."

Energy capacity of rods

Hub Diameter (m) (steel)

Hub lamina mass (kg)

Hub mass' (Mg)

RABENHORST WHEEL

2.2

1.27

1.27

0.5

800

40

f 6 v 8 ^ ; : : • • • • • • . ; . ..

- Kevlar 0.4

-•-: Glass* " • • •

(MWh) 0.036

0.64

19

0.770 I;;

25 MWh WHEEL

19,6

11.2

11.2

344

467

800

40

7.0

275

374

25

5.6

13,000

519

* Rods are of square cross section.

'>'!• •
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FLYWHEEL CONFIGURATIONS

DESCRIPTION GEOMETRY SHAPE FACTOR K

FLAT UNPiERCED DISC Yf//////f77ff/////////A 0.606

FLAT PIERCED DISC I//////////J U///////A 0,303

CONSTANT STRESS DISC
(TYPICAL)

0.931

RIM WITH WEB / rnri rr/jf/n ////// * 0.400

TRUNCATED CONICAL DISC 0.606

THIN RIM 'i 'i 0 . 5 0 0

BAR

SHAPED BAR

0.333

0 . 5 0 0

FIGURE 1 - TYPICAL FLYWHEEL CONFIGURATIONS SHOWING SHAPE EFFICIENCY
FACTOR, K



LAMINATED CIRCULAR BRUSH ROTOR
FIGURE 2 - RABENHORST'S BRUSH FLYWHEEL CONFIGURATION
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H U B

FIGURE 3 - CONCENTRIC RIM FLYWHEEL CONCEPT
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FIGURE 4 - TYPICAL DAILY POWER DEMAND CURVE FOR CITY OF CHICAGO
(SUMMER WEEKDAY) INCLUDING.DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS
FOR THIS STUDY ' f
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VIEW LOOKING iNBOARO

HUB LAMINA DETAILS (BASEUNE CONFIGURATION)

FIGURE 5 (B) - DETAILED VIEW OF ROD SUPPORT KNOBS ON HUB LAMINA



HUB GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

FIGURE 6 - TYPICAL SHAFT ASSEMBLY FOR RABENHORST BRUSH FLYWHEEL



STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN DISC FLYWHEEL

CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS

1.0

FIGURE 7 - RADIAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS IN A DISC FLYWHEEL VS
RATIO OF INNER TO OUTER RADII. STRESSES ARE NORMALIZED BY DIVIDING BY
pR'ut THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS IN A THIN RIM.
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FIGURE 8 - POWER LOSS DUE TO WINDAGE FOR A 25 MWh BRUSH. FLYWHEEL VS
AMBIENT PRESSURE. UPPER LINE REPRESENTS THE SUM OF-THE LOSSES
FOR THE INDIVIDUAL RODS AND'LOWER LINE IS FOR A DISC OF
DIMENSIONS OF THE ENVELOPE ENCLOSING THE BRUSH FLYWHEEL.
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FIGURE 9 X TOTAL UNIT ENERGY, COST FOR A FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE
•• --. ') SYSTEM-AS A FUNCTION OF THE FLYWHEEL CAPITAL COST
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APPENDIX A

PHYSICS OF ^

The kinetic energy of any body rotating about a fixed axis
i s g i v e n . $ y ^ : . 1 j . ' \ ; . v ;'•;•!•:?/•'•,..•• • , .;->•

where I - moment of inertia about axis of rotation

. - w «= angular velocity about axis of rotation.

For a flat disc; of radius R, thickness t, and density p,

I - tjpR = JjjmR

where m « mass of disc.

The kinetic energy density (per unit nmss) is

**'» " 4 ^ (A3)

The stress analysis for the rotating disc (see equations 5 and

6) indicates that the maximum stress occurs at the center and is given by(7)

o 3 + v 2 ?max g — pai R

where • v = Poisson's ratio

By equating-offlax to the maximum allowable stress in the disc

energy

max

and^combining equations (A3) and (A4), an expression "for "the

density is obtained,

for v » 0.3.
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For the rod or brush flywheel, neglecting the small effect

of curvature of the rods in the brush, the maximum stress which occurs

at the center of a rod is

.• . • . •-••y- 7

a - panr ' • . -ft -
2 '

where R = \ x rod length ( i . e . wheel radius). «""%

The kinetic energy in a rotating rod is

2 2
KR 3 Sgito = K t — - ( A 7 )

2
where I = moment of inertia about axis of rotation - S£~,

Hence the energy density is

KE/m = 4^- - 1/3 « <A8>

which demonstrates the origin of the shape factor K = 1/3 for a rod.

The energy density for a thin rim may be obtained from equation
(6) where a = b = r .

KE = Sglu = Jgnr oi
2 2 >

(A10)

Irom (A9) and (A10)

KE/m - l^fflL ( A 1 1 )

Thus, K = 0.5 for the thin rim.
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APPENDIX B

J. Stermscheq

B,l. ELKCTRICAL MECHAHICAL TRANSMISSION

The function of the transmission Is to take 60 Hz supply from

the electrical grid and convert it into a form of energy capable of accel-

erating the flywheel. It must also be capable of converting the stored

energy of the flywheel back Into 60 Hz electricity and distributing it

to the grid. A number of. techniques jiave been described In the litera-

ture^ ' * ' and the one described in Figure B.I is typical. While every

effort" has beeu made to obtain accurate cost figures, the uniqueness of

this application renders then somewhat speculative,

B.2. FLYWHEEL START

Start up and acceleration of the flywheel can be accomplished

by the synchronous generator operating as a synchronous motor, located on

the extended flywheel shaft. With the damper winding, located on its

rotor, the synchronous motor can be started as a squirrel cage induction

motor. Because of the high flywheel inertia, the acceleration will proceed

at a slow rate to prevent or limit the inrush current, material stress and

trip of the breaker.' Inrush current can be kept low by means of saturable

reactors. If the speed of the synchronous motor approaches the synchronous

speed corresponding to'̂ riax, the DC e/itation current will be applied to

the field windings. At this instant, the rotor is pulled into synchronism

with the existing net. The synchronous motor now drives the flywheel at a

constant speed with.a.minimum, of power. When needed, the accumulated

mechanical energy of1 the flywheel will then be converted into electrical

energy by the synchronous generator and fed back into the net to cover the

peak load demand, , '

> - " r - - " . , • ' . • ' . ••'" ' l v ' '•"•:• '• * •

A typical operating mode' of the motor generator is described

below. • -
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The flywheel-generator is connected to the existing power

supply grid, and the synchronous generator operates as a motor, acceler-

ating the flywheel to its maximum speed. Knergy supplied by the grid

covers the losses in the bearings. When the grid calls for energy, i.e.

during the demand phase of the power eyule, the synchronous motor Is

disconnected from the grid. At this moment, the excitation will be

applied to the field windings of the synchronous generator. The induced

3-phase voltage will be rectified, filtered ami, through a static in-

verter, converted into a 3-phase AC system with constant frequency. After

filtration and synchronization, the generator will be connected to the

supply grid. It can now start to convert the mechanical energy stored

in the rotating flywheel, into electrical energy to supply the peak load

demand. The flywheel-generator can not accept energy unless it increases

speed not can it give up energy.unless it loses speed. This means that

the 3-phase induced voltage will be of dropping frequency. By applying

the rectifier-inverter set, the dropping frequency of the induced voltage

is converted to 60 Hz.

The best efficiency of the' systems can be achieved when op-

erating between 50 and 100 percent of the design speed of the flywheel.

Static rectifiers and inverters demand approximately 60 percent of their

kW rating as lagging reactive component at full load and also produce

higher harmonics. Well designed and tuned filters can significantly

reduce the higher harmonics content. A static capacitor can provide

compensation for the lagging reactive component at full load and the

inverter control can adjust the reactive component to match the static

capacitor.

B.3. CURRENT LIMITING CONTROL

The saturable reactors can be used to keep the starting inrush

current low (or at an acceptable level). Automatic control of the DC

current through the saturable reactors, which reactance vary with the

amount of applied DC current, thus controls the inrush current. With
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high reactance of the saturable reactor during the start up procedure,

the power factor will be quite low and only a relatively small starting

torque can be expected. Therefore, the acceleration time will be long.

It is anticipated that the losses and long acceleration time of the

flywheel will not create any problems during the night when the excess

of energy exists. To keep the saturable reactors small (low capital

cost), forced ventilation (cooling) will have to be used. It is obvious

that ahigher harmonic content of the current, flowing through the

synchronpua motor winding, will exist.

B.4. PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE FOR THF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

i : Since most of theiequipment required for the motor generator

•^buld have'to; be made to order, cost estimates are only approximate. In

sonje cases, estimates have been based on similar equipment operating in

different applications. The total cost could easily vary by +50%.

However, this would have little impact on the conclusions of this report

since the motor generator represents a small fraction of the total cost.

:? In this cost estimate, only major electrical equipment is

listed and no labour and design costs are shown.

a) Synchronous generator, 3-phase, 6600 V,
6 Hz,.5 MW cos 6 = 0.92 - 0.95

b) Rotating-exciter

c) Saturable reactors, 3-phase, 6600 V,
5 60 Hz, ;5 MWand controls

. , d) High voltage rectifier and fiijter,
; 3-phase, 6600 V, 60 Hz to 60Q0typC, 5fMW ;

e) High voltage inverter, 6000 VDC to 6600 Vt
-AC; 3-phase, 60 Hz with filterjy j

f) Excitation and voltage control

g) Synchronizing equipment and protection

h) Svitchgear (2) @ 20,000

i) Line disconnect switch (4) @ 3505

j) Miscellaneous

TOTAL

$215,

12,

65,

82

132

25

18

40

14

30

$633

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

»000

,000

,020

,000

,020
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APPENDIX C

AVERAGE WINDAGE LOSS OVER 24-HOUR PERIOD 25 HWh BRUSH FLYWHEEL

Assume, for simplicity, a linear «-time relationship as in

Figure Gl and that the power depends on u> as in equation (7)

where

will he

Now

(ci)

A is a constant,

Assume that at maximum speed (w = w )
max

•Mm
dt max

Aw
max

0.1 MW (C2)

125 rad/s, A - 5.12 x 1(T8 MW-s3.Then when u
o

Over a 24-hour period (2 x 43200 a ) , the total energy lost

"•3200

d t (C3)
(KE)w - 2 4I

+ Bt where t is in seconds

Umax
B = 1.93 x

^-3 .2

Uence integration of equation (C3) leads to

(KE) - u.89 MWh in one 24-hour period/ (C4)

&h}&£^&



( s/pw ) (*>
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APPENDIX D

by

I, E. Oldaker

D.I, BEARING DESIGN

, Two types of bearings were investigated, the first in which

the flywheel axis is vertical and the second with the axis horizontal. In

the latter case two identical beatings are used, The reference flywheel

is the 25 MWh Rabenhorst brush with a steel hub. The total flywheel weight,

W, * 900 Mg for this example.

With the axis vertical, it is possible to UBS a hydrostatic step

bearing in which the thrust or weight of the flywheel is taken at the bottom

end of the shaft. To prevent metal-to-metal contact at startup, oil is in-

troduced under high pressure to the bottom of the bearing through suitable

passages. Such bearings are used, and have been used for many years in

power stations to reduce the frictional drag of vertical turbo-generators

and waterwheels tovery low values.

' \ '-.Because the friction of the parallel face bearing is relatively

high, the tiltihg-pad type of bearing shown schematically in Figure Dl was

analyzedCl\ • ;,

There is no question regarding the reliability and low friction

performance of this type of thrust bearing. However\ at the high rotational

Bpeeds of this application, the power lost in friction is relatively high

compared to that in-a horizontal bearing. i

The flywheel can be supported between two horizontal journal

bearings in which the wheel's rotating shaft rests on a sleeve of bearing

material. Under operating conditions a film of oil is forced between the

Dudley D. Fuller, Theory and Practice of Lubrication for Engineersj
John. Wiley and Sons Inc., New York
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rubbing surfaces by hydrodynaraic action,landthe friction losses generally

are low. At the same time, such bearings can support substantial loads

without metal-to-metal contact. A tilting-pad type of bearing was again

selected to reduce frictional losses to a minimum and also to provide a

reasonable assurance that the bearing could be made to the necessary close

tolerances .•

D.2. VERTICAL THRUST BEARING

The tilting-pad thrust bearing shown in Figure D2 maintains a

thick oil film automatically at operating speeds as a result of hydrodynamic

action, During startup, an auxiliary means of providing the oil film is

employed. As seen in the Figure, a grooved annular ring is provided at the

geometric centre of each pad. To start the wheel, oil is first fed under

pressure to each pad to raise the runner (bearing surface at bottom of fly-

wheel shaft).

Taking dimensions from Figure D2, and assuming each pad is

circular, it can be shown that

w =

R =

Ro=

W

P it
0
2

135

28

i s

R- - V

l_ln(R/Roy

mm

mm

the load

where

h e n c e P o * 5 0 M P a . . ... s

. - i - ' ' ' > . , •

This is the supply pressure needed to raise the,runner; off. the

pads. !
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The volume flow requirement, Q, depends on the gap produce*
L, and is given by

6y In (R/Ro)

where p Is the viscosity of the oil.

Taking an oil operating temperature of * 350 K. and an oil

with an SAE 50 rating, the viscosity - 0.017 N,s/m*.

Hence Q « 0.44 x 106 mm3/s for h - 0.08 mn.

Hence power required for six pads and assuming a pump efficiency
of 50% » 0.27 MW. (1]

Once raised, the wheel can be rotated and as speed builds up

the oil film between the tilting pads and the runner will increasingly

support the weight, and In other applications will lessen the need to

Continue pumping in oil under high pressure. However, with the high

rotating speed of the flywheel, sufficient frictionai energy is developed

in the bearing that the oil must continue to be fed in to remove this heat.

Again it can be shown that the friction on the runner
equivalent _to the area of one pad is

Ublu Kf
h
o R (Dl)

where b .- pad, width «*. 250 mm, ,

1 » mean pad length *> 240 ma,

u • linear velocity of runner at pad

mean circle diameter = 71 tn/s,
K f

R ia a factor depending on the pad t i l t ,
and h • minimum clearance in the bearing.

For a wide ..range of t i l ts ' , K changes l i t t l e , and for an
• ' - ' •

 s
 ' - . - . I - / , .

 r
R :, . . . . . j i . . • • • • . . . . . .

average lift of 0.08 mm and a minimum clearance, hQ, of 0.05 mm,, K ., «. .773,

Hence FR ' - 1120 N.
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From this the total frictional energy loss in the bearing

is calculated as 0.48 MN. - [2]

Most of this friction loss is transferred to the oil being

pumped into the bearing, hence the temperature rise at full speed would

be approximately 120 K which is excessive. Either more oil must be

pumped in or auxiliary cooling must be applied to the bearing surfaces.

Pumping in sufficient oil to limit this rise to 65 K raises the pumping

losses to 0.47 !#' [3] and reduces the friction losses (2) to 0.40 MW [4].

Hence sum of [2] and [4], TOTAL BEARING LOSSES - 0.87 MW at 1200 rpm

=0.41 MW at 400 rpm.

At the slower speed, less oil is needed to cool the bearing

and this has been allowed for.

To support the flywheel vertically, two journal bearings are

required, one immediately above the thrust bearing and the other above

the flywheel. These two bearings were not analysed but would probably

employ tilting pads and an oil feed at initial startup only.

Because the only appreciable load on them is the sideways

precessing force they will be comparatively small, and the friction losses

will also be small compared with the above figures.The shaft will run

essentially centered in the bearings as-the use of tilting pads will give

it an automatic self-centering propWrty. Because these bearings are lightly

loaded, any tendency to whirl (bffien a problemi l|i vertical guide bearings)

will be eliminated by the use of a muitipT.e pad bearing.

D.3. HORIZONTAL JOURNAL BEARINGS , i

It is assumed in this case, that the flywheel Is to be supported

horizontally between two similar journal bearings. Bearings of the size

analysed below are not uncommon in industry but usually are operated at

s l o w e r s p e e d s a n d s m a l l e r l o a d s . •-•:.•.••:.:•-.•-.•..:-. ; ; ; - » ••.,••• -~;.̂- .• •••..•-...-.,, :--:+.<•••-.•-
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A number of bearing sizes were analysed to Investigate the

effects of operating pressures, oil film thicknesses and temperatures.

The. best-, compromise appears to be a bearing in which most of the weight

of the flywheel is supported by oil forced in at high pressure. Theoret-

ically, the weight can be supported by hydrodynamic action alone but the

corresponding oil film thickness is extremely thin and the bearing is

thus Impractical. The following analysis is, of necessity, incomplete;

were a design to be undertaken, a more thorough optimisation and design

analysis would be carried out. A bearing shown in Figure D3, and employ ing

three tilting pads, was chosen for this application, and is analysed

briefly below.

To start the wheel, oil is fed at high pressure to the three

pads via the oil grooves shown in Figure D3. The bottom pad will take

half the load on the bearing, hence the oil supply pressure needed to

raise the shaft (assuming this pressure varies linearly between the groove

and the outside edge of the pad),

Po = 20 MPa.

Choosing a lift height, h, of 0.08 ran and, again, an SAE 50

oil at approximately 350 K, the volume flow required to achieve this lift =

1.2 x 106 mm V s .

As eacti of the three pads will operate under identical (tadial)

loads and as there are two similar bearings on the flywheel, the oil pumping

power needed (assuming pump efficiency of 50%) is:

Pumping loss to pump oil for lift = 0.28 MW [5]

Assuming tu = 2 h Q (see Figure Dl) hQ = 0,053 mm.

The frictional force on the shaft developed by one pad, from

equation (D.I), is F R • 1190 N,

Hence the friction power lost by the six pads is = 0.24 MW [b]

Hence summing [5] and [6],

' ; TOTAL BEARING LOSSES = 0.52 MW at 1200 rpm

or = 0.36 MW at 400 rpm.
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The effect of operating at different oil lift heights is

shown in Figure D4. This clearly shows that the friction losses are low

compared to the pumping power losses., However this is a highly loaded

bearing and only at the very small clearances at; an oil lift height of

0,061 mm will the hydr©dynamic film support the total weight without the

need to pump in oil to lift the runner. Even at this condition, however,

the oil must be cooled by a pumped oil flow or by internal cooling passages

in the bearing.

A minimum clearance, ho, of 0.053 mm is probably below the

practical limit for manufacturing such a large unit, and a minimum

clearance of up to 0.1 mm may be needed for satisfactory operation when

the unit is new. After "running-in" when the sliding surfaces will have

become smoother and possibly highly polished, the unit could operate at

an oil lift height of 0.09 mm and with a corresponding minimum film thick-

ness of about 0.06 mm. Hence the bearing losses of a well run-in unit

would be expected to approach those given above, though they may well

start at up to 1.2 MW when new.

D.4. SOME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

D.4.1 MINIMUM FILM THICKNESS

The operation of the bearings at the very small oil film

thicknesses is not a uydrodynamic but a practical problem relating to

the elastic rigidity of the tilting pads, the thermal distortion, the

ease or otherwise of assembling the flywheel to the required accuracy

(concentricity of the two hubs), and the size of any particles carried

in the oil. With large steel shafts, ho is in the range 0.08 to 0.12 mm

so that with a carefully designed, made and assembled unit it may be

possible to operate at the specified minimum thickness of about 0.05 mm.

D.4.2 RIGIDITY OF BEARING

One of the main causes of performance inferior to that pre-

dicted by theory is lack of alignment caused by lack of rigidity. In
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this application, if the flywheel shaft were made of a single forging with

the bearing runners at each end it could be designed with adequate stiffness,

and manufactured to an acceptable accuracy. However, in the case employing

a flange, oiv each side of the wheel itself, the design would need very careful

evaluation Co ensure that the two hearing runners could be located accurately

relative to each other, and that the design would be rigid enough to prevent

relative movement during operation.

D.4.3 ALIGNMENT

If the bearing runner deviates by only a small amount from the

desired alignment with the bearing housing (and hence tilting pads), the

performance of the bearing can be very seriously impaired, because the off-

set pressure pattern developed by the oil film can be corrected only partially

by elastic deformation.

It is therefore considered vital that the main bearing housings

be made self-aligning. The choice of the tilting-pad design will allow this

if the pads are properly designed to be free to tip in both the axial and

Circumferential directions. Pads of the dimensions shown in Figure D3 would

need to be very massive in order to have the desired rigidity.

D.4.4 BEARING PRESSURE AMD SURFACE COATING

The bearings will operate at an average pressure of about 20 KPa

with a peak oil film pressure in the range 50 - 60 MPa. These are outside

current practice for large bearings, though high-speed internal-combustion

engines using forced feed lubrication do operate in this range.

It is normal practice to use a bearing material, softer than the

runner, on the tilting padsj or vice versa. In this case the pads would be

coated with the material which would probably be 99% silver. A coating 0.6 mm

thick would be suitable for the above pressures and by preferential wearing

would, allow bedding down of the bearing to achieve the small clearances needed

to operate with minimum power losses.
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D.5. COSTS

D . 5 . 1 - P U M P S •-'• ' f.

The pumps to supply oil for the initial lift will also .supply

oil continuously during operation. Hence they must be rated at a supply

pressure of 40 MPa (initial lift requires twice continuous lift pressure, Po)

at a power of 0.5 MW. Three such units would be needed, one per bearing and

one on standby. Such hydraulic units are available, and complete with their

control and oil cooling systems are estimated to cost a total of $150,000 as

installed. >

If a composite tiub could be <Aised, the total w^ght of the siiS-

pended assembly could be reduced significantly. Assuming; costf'̂ nd friction

are proportional to weight, figures of $100,000 for the pumps arid-.30. to

.50 MW for losses might be more appropriate...These losses are still un~

acceptably high. ;
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FIGURE 0 - 1 . SCHEMATIC OF A TILTING TYPE OF BEARING

OIL SUPPLV

RUNNER;;ROTAT!ON

DIMENSIONS IN mm

FIGURE Du2v PLAN OF VERTICAL THRUST BEARING USING SIX TILTING PADS,
V SHOWING OIL SUPPLY RINGS
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SHAFT DIA. = 535

PLAN OF PAD
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FIGURE D-3, SCHEMATIC OF TILTING-PAD JOURNAL BEARING EMPLOYING 3 PADS
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APPENDIX E

COST EQUATIONS

The basic cost equations have been established using the

following parameters.

Symbol

CN

CFU

CMG

CB

CGT

CEL

PB

P
max

PN

V
EPO'S

A

Units

S/NN

$/MWh

$/MW

$/MWh

$/MW

$/MW

MW

MW

MW

Ml̂

MWh

Description

Capital cost of nuclear plant (Includes indirect costs)

Capital cost of flywheel installation excluding
electrical-mechanical transmission

Capital cost of electrical-mechanical transmission

Capital cost of storage batteries, including replacements

Capital cost of gas turbine-generator

Capital cost of electrical transmission between battery
and grid (including buildings)

Minimum daily demand (baseload)

Maximum daily demand

New baseload for use with energy storage device
(see Figure 4)

P_ plus additional baseload to account for system losses

Capacity of storage device

Annual capital recovery factor

= i (1 + i) n / f(l * i ) n - l)

where i = fixed charge.rate and

n = number of annual repayments.

Here it has been assumed that system losses can be made up by

increasing the nuclear baseload from P to P .̂ , i.e. if efficiency is

70 percent, then

P ^ — P = (T — 1

The cost of the flywheel consists of a number of items

'FW
CWH (El)
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where C = Cost of wheel, hub and shaft

Cp a Cost of bearings, suspension and seals

C., = Cost of housing and vacuum system

The dally capital cost for a flywheel installation is

CFW * A X EP0S $/ day

365 (E2)

The daily usable energy production by the flywheel plus its

charging facility (nuclear plant) is

L = 24 x (PN - PB) MWh (E3)

Therefore the unit energy cost for the flywheel portion of the system is

CC = CFW X A x EP0S

CCFW B j 6 5
 X - j — S/MWh (E4)

Similarly the unit cost for the nuclear charging capacity is

$/MWh (E5)

x A x (Pj,1 - PB)

365 x L

and for the electrical-mechanical transmission i s

CMG X PFW x A

$/MWh (E6)
365 x L

The nuclear fuel for flywheel charging will cost

=„
(PN -P B)

The total unit cost for flywheel energy storage is the sum of equations

(E4) to (E7). •

The unit energy cost for a gas turbine to follow the same cycle would be
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C x A x (P - P )
TUEC = — — - — + C $/MWh (E8)

365 x L *

where C_ * cost of turbine fuel.

For a battery storage system, the calculation Is similar to that

for a flywheel except that CR is substituted for C_. and a value for il

appropriate to the battery system is used.

CR must take into account battery replacement cost. In this study,

a five year battery life and a 30 year station life are assumed. It is as-

sumed for simplicity that the escalation In cost of the replacement batteries

is just balanced by the interest accrued on the replacement account from the

year 1980.

Wherever possible, costs are expressed in 1980 dollars using an

annual escalation factor of 5 percent. Although this may be low by present
(10\

standards, it was chosen to conform to the figures used by Kyle et al

in their battery study. For battery costs, the estimates of Kyle et al are

followed to some extent but to be consistent with the flywheel study, operating

and maintenance costs and transmission line credits have been left out.

To obtain a minimum cost for nuclear load following, the only costs

are assumed to be the capital cost of the extra capacity P - P , and the

additional fuel. For a load factor of 0.61 (Figure 4) which is required to

follow the daily cycle in Figure 4, the cost is

CN X A x (P
roSx ~ V

 CN X A x C NF V$/MWh (E9)

365 x L 24 x 365 x 0.61

With the exception of CC-^, the various parameters In the above

equations are known to a reasonable degree of certainty. Hence it is useful

to compare costs of flywheels, batteries, gas turbines and nuclear load

following as a function of flywheel capital cost, C_.

The following unit costs (1980) apply:
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C = 940,000 $/MW (based on 640 MW CAKDU station)
N

C,.,, ° 170,000 $/MW (see Appendix A)
HG
CR - 20,000 $ / M W ; per battery or 120,000/MW for the station life

C G T = 325.000

C.._ - 2.0

C_. - 65,000
I!. Li



APPENDIX F

FLYWHEEL COSTS USING UNSWORTH'S METHOD

Unsworth , in his study of energy storage methods, assumed that

the only cost for charging the storage device was the cost of extra nuclear

fuel for a reactor with spare capacity.

The annual capital cost of the flywheel is

A x Cm ($/MWh-a) (Fl)

where the terminology is the same as in Appendix E.

Thus the contribution to the unit energy cost is simply (Fl)

divided by the number of daily cycles per year that the flywheel is used.

Unsworth's examples are based on 300 days operation, hence the unit cost is

A x CFW
— ($/MWh or m$/kWh) (F2)

The annual capital charge for the motor generator is

A X CMG ($/MW-a) (F3)

The unit charge is just (F3) divided by the number of hours

per year of full power operation

= 8760 x L.F.

where L.F. is the load factor

.". the contribution from the motor generator to the unit energy cost is

A x CMG (F4)
8760 x LF

The fuel cost is simply 2 m$/kWh divided by the in-out efficiency

of the storage system which is assumed to be 0.70.

Total Unit Energy Cost is the sum of the above contributions

using the costs of Appendix E, a capital charge rate of 0.1 and a flywheel

capital cost of $200,000/kWh.
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1 94
TUEC » 66.7 + ——• + 2.86

L • r *

1.94
L.P.

4- 69,52 m$/kWh (F5)

The cost for a peaking gas turbine to replace the flywheel and

supply only the peak demand (EPOS in Figure 4) is given by equation (F4)

if C.._ is replaced by and the fuel cost of 24 m$/kWh is added. Thus

TUEC (gas turbine) •» 2.57
L.F. 24 m$/kWh (F6)
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